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Welcome from the Principal
MR STEVEN MORRIS

The Springfield Anglican College is a wellestablished, mature and successful school.
The Secondary Campus, like the Primary
Campus, is staffed with many dedicated and
skilful professional educators and support staff.
The Springfield Anglican College is widely known for its balanced, holistic
approach to students and to their education in the most complete sense
of the word. Grounded in Christian values such as Faith, Honour and
Service, the Anglican nature of our College encourages us to embrace
diversity, accept and honour all people and strive for excellence in moral,
intellectual, physical, social and cultural areas of life.
We believe the personal development of students occurs within a
community in which young people, parents and staff work together. The
support and encouragement of one another within this community
enables strong relationships and a connected school. We know people
need human connections to feel safe, well, secure and loved. The primary
source of these is the family, of course, but a good school provides an
extended “family” in which the members are connected to each other,
challenged as well as supported and provided with learning experiences
and instruction which help them to grow in a balanced way.
Communities need to be small enough for each student to be well-known,
and large enough to offer a range of opportunities to cater for most of
their interests and abilities. The Springfield Anglican College, on two
separate yet connected campuses, provides such wholesome and
nurturing communities.
The Springfield Anglican College will continue to provide uninterrupted,
high-quality education: faithful to its founding vision, dedicated to
honouring all students and staff, and willing to serve the wider and noble
cause of educating the next generation to the highest standards of which
we are capable.
We welcome you to investigate all we can offer your family.
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Teaching and Learning
Our core business is providing students with the pathways and
opportunities they need to succeed in their academic studies. Our
curriculum offerings are broad, relevant and engaging, and our support
and extension programs are designed to provide students with every
opportunity to succeed.

CRITICAL THINKERS

Our Teaching and Learning philosophy places significant emphasis on
students developing critical skills which will enable them to be successful
in the community and the workforce. Supported by the use of technology,
our staff assist students to become creative, communicative, collaborative,
self-directed, reflective and critical thinkers. Our curriculum offers
opportunities for those pursuing academic learning as well as those
wishing to enter vocational study, and balances traditional subjects
with the development of key employability skills.

COMMUNICATIVE

Throughout Years 10 to 12, other activities are provided for students to
assist them in preparing thoroughly for the rigours of Senior Schooling.
From 2019, students will engage with the new Senior Curriculum and work
towards an Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR).
A number of vocational offerings are available to Year 10, ranging from
Certificate I to Diploma courses. Students also have the option to
undertake a university subject whilst in their Senior years.
Before school and weekend tutoring is also offered in some subjects to
students to assist them in gaining necessary additional assistance, or to
further extend their ability and understanding within the subjects offered.

TSAC
LEARNER
FRAMEWORK

COLLABORATIVE

REFLECTIVE

The Teaching and Learning Program in Years 7 to 9 allows students to
connect with the Australian Curriculum in meaningful and authentic
ways, and allows them to explore their own personal strengths and
preferences through a range of elective subjects. This combination
makes for a learning experience which students can, to a point, tailor
to their own strengths and preferences.
The Teaching and Learning Program continues in Years 10 to 12 and
allows students to build on the skills they have developed in previous
years, applying them at a deeper level and in more complex situations.
A large focus is placed on ensuring that students are well-equipped with
the skills they will require for the world beyond school, and to foster an
appreciation of the importance of lifelong learning. In addition to a
relevant curriculum, students are also offered substantial career guidance
and investigation where they can explore possible career pathways and
make well-informed decisions.

CREATIVE

SELF-DIRECTED

CRITICAL THINKERS:

CREATIVE LEARNERS:

COLLABORATIVE LEARNERS:

• Locate, analyse and critique
information

• Seek opportunities to be
entrepreneurial

• Work respectfully in teams

• Explore critical questions

• Design and solve real
world problems

• Consider diverse perspectives
and values
• Identify patterns and connections
• Use various types of reasoning
• Use technology to enhance
critical thinking skills

• Are innovative in their thinking
• Believe they can make
a difference in the world
• Are solution focused

• Build on their own and
others’ strengths
• Share responsibility with others
• Communicate well across
cultures and disciplines
• Use technology to facilitate
collaboration

• Are confident to take risks
• Use technology to enable ideas

REFLECTIVE LEARNERS:

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNERS:

COMMUNICATIVE LEARNERS:

• Evaluate their own learning

• Are owners of their own learning

• Seek and act upon
feedback positively

• Create their own learning
opportunities

• Articulate thoughts and ideas
clearly using a range of modes

• Consider the impact they
have on others

• Actively research and
investigate problems

• Refine ideas

• Strive for excellence

• Set ambitious goals

• Demonstrate perseverance
and resilience

• Consume technology
critically

• Communicate effectively
to different audiences
• Are open and responsive to
new and diverse perspectives
• Use technology to
communicate efficiently

• Transfer knowledge and skills
to a variety of contexts
• Utilise technology to assist
their learning
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Science Faculty

Subjects
The core subjects, in line with Australian Curriculum requirements, assist
in equipping students with the fundamental knowledge and skills to be
successful at school and beyond. We also believe that it is important for
students to have the opportunity to exercise choice through elective and
extension subjects, enhancing the breadth of experience in subjects they
are interested in, in order to prepare a pathway for their future.

Our Science Faculty focuses on the key fundamentals and principles that shape lives currently and into the future.
Biology, Chemistry, Physics as well as Earth and Space sciences are studied in a manner that is exploratory and
engaging. An emphasis is also placed on the academic rigour required to develop skills which are collaborative,
analytical, self-directed and reflective, to enable students to undertake an informed decision-making processes.
Our Thinking Science Program enables students to explore their natural curiosity about the scientific world that
surrounds them through interactive enquiry based learning. In addition to the traditional sciences, introductory
Psychology science study is available, as an elective, in the suite of Secondary School elective subjects.
In Secondary years students build upon the notion that studies in the areas of Biology, Chemistry and Physics
are not static in their understanding and application. The challenging nature of the curriculum within these
programs encourages students to be self-directed, curious, to develop and solve problems, and to apply their
learnings effectively in real world contexts through informed, balanced, evidence based analysis.
In Years 7 to 10, Science subjects are compulsory and provide an introduction to the elective options in Year 11
and 12, which include Biology, Chemistry and Physics.
English and Languages Faculty
The English and Languages Faculty supports students to become reflective learners and critical thinkers, with the
ability to work independently and collaborate with others. Within English, students are assisted to become
confident communicators, imaginative thinkers and informed, empathetic citizens. Our program supports and
extends all students and a balance is sought between foundation literacy skills and embracing technological
innovations, enabling students to collaborate and access the curriculum at a level appropriate to their
individual needs.
A literacy program supports and extends all students, helping them to become confident and creative individuals
who aspire to excellence. A balance is sought between traditional skills such as handwriting, and embracing
technological innovations which enable students to collaborate and access the curriculum at a level appropriate
to their individual needs.
Our choice of Modern Foreign Language available to students is Mandarin Chinese. Throughout this subject,
students develop the core skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening, aided by the use of technology.

Mathematics Faculty
We believe that the academic and personal success of students is
dependent upon their learning experiences and the development
of their core skills. These experiences not only engage students in the
curriculum but foster confidence, communication and collaboration
skills in problem solving and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Mathematics) environments. The Mathematics Faculty takes real world
industries and elements, such as coding, and embeds these within the
curriculum for all students.
We also connect students with local community organisations to
collaborate in teams and solve problems beyond the traditional
classroom environment. In Mathematics, creative and specific
learning environments are created to provide an atmosphere for
teachers to best support and extend students’ mathematical abilities.
The Mathematics curriculum has been designed to be engaging and
delivered in a manner that is critical and collaborative in nature. This is
done through evidence based decision making. Learning experiences are
key to this and we provide students with access to technology to replicate
real world thinking and scenarios to conduct open enquiries and research.
This allows students to build on their knowledge base across a range of
mathematical disciplines.
Mathematics subjects are compulsory across all year levels and provide
an introduction to the elective options in Years 11 and 12.
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Design and Technology Faculty

Creative Arts Faculty

Within the Design and Technology
Faculty students learn the skills
needed to thrive and lead in an
ever-changing landscape where
skills in digital literacy will be key
to their future success. They also
have the opportunity to be
involved in various collaborative
problem-solving tasks such as
Robotics Challenges.

Subjects within the Creative Arts Faculty provide students with unique and
crucial skills essential in today’s work force. In Years 7 and 8, all students
study Dance, Drama, Music and Visual Art, where they are encouraged to
develop their ability to creatively approach tasks, work with others and
solve problems. Students learn to be adaptive, flexible, reflective and
expressive, while developing a strong sense of self. These subjects are then
offered as elective subjects from Year 9. Within the preference rotation in
Year 7 and 8, students are also able to select Film, TV and Media and
Accelerated Music.

Subjects within this faculty include:
Design, Engineering, Graphics and
Interior Design, Digital Solutions,
Digital Solutions Extension and
Engineering. All subjects are
extremely beneficial in developing
skills such as critical thinking,
entrepreneurship, collaboration,
creativity, innovation and problem
solving. Students learn about the
interrelationship between business,
enterprise and technology. Through
exposure to real-world problems,
students use innovative thinking to
analyse impacts from a local,
national or global perspective.

Instrumental Music is also available to all students, free of charge, with in
the school day. Students undertake lessons in a group setting, with highly
qualified professional musicians who are specialists on their chosen
instrument or instruments. A large number of ensembles, including bands,
string groups and choirs, are also available to students.
A number of elective subjects are available in Years 10 to 12 in the Creative
Arts Faculty and all are accessible to students who either wish to extend
their ability in the Arts or who wish to undertake the subject for enjoyment.
Learning within the Creative Arts encourages the development of
invaluable skills such as flexibility, reflection, critical thinking, problem
solving, collaboration, creativity and expression, while developing a
strong sense of self. Creative Arts staff enable students to fully develop
these skills by embedding technology within appropriate components
of the curriculum.

All of these subjects rely on relevant
and up to date technology in order
for students to expand on the skills
necessary in a digital world. All
students learn the language of
coding and how it can be applied
in a range of situations.

Humanities Faculty
The Humanities Faculty focuses on the core subjects of Geography and History, with students connecting with local,
national and global communities to analyse the world in which they live and develop a solid foundation of understanding,
skills and values. Students are also encouraged to create new ideas and apply these across subject disciplines in realworld situations.
In Years 7, 8 and 9 students study the core subject of Philosophical Inquiry. During these lessons students are learning
how to think, not what to think. They consider big issues which are fundamental to the way we live our lives and learn
to be respectful of others’ ideas. Students also learn to listen to one another and demonstrate respect during
disagreements. They also develop the skills to explore and consider alternative viewpoints and recognise flawed
reasoning. Philosophical Inquiry develops students who are confident, collaborative critical thinkers with a strong
moral and social conscience.
In Secondary years the Humanities Faculty intends to maximise the learning experiences of all students through
experiential learning and infusing critical thinking skills via a real-world curriculum. Subjects within the Humanities
Faculty in the Secondary School are elective. Subjects include Business Studies, Business, Geography and History.
The Humanities Faculty seeks to help students develop the dispositions and competencies based on the 21st Century
skills. Every student has an analytical and open mind, who appreciates the interconnectedness between the physical
and human environments, past and present events, so as to develop a wider perspective of the world around them.
Inquiry based learning is employed as the main approach, to encourage the development of skills such as collaboration,
communication, creativity, critical thinking, reflection and self-direction.

The application of design solutions
can lead to discoveries, new
learning, and innovative
approaches to understanding and
solving problems. Students create
practical, innovative solutions to
problems of interest. By extracting,
interpreting, and modelling data
sets, students identify trends to
examine sustainable solutions
to problems.
These subjects can be extremely
beneficial in developing skills such
as critical thinking, collaboration,
creativity, innovation and problem
solving. In addition, students are
provided with opportunities to
study and experience the impact of
technology on society, ethically and
environmentally within the context
of their work.

Business, geographical and historical investigations provide the platform for real learning experience based on the
following principles: authenticity, relevancy and life-long learning.
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Health and Physical Education Faculty
The Health and Physical Education Faculty provides an engaging, dynamic and collaborative approach
to teaching and learning. Health and Physical Education (HPE) is compulsory for all students. The HPE
curriculum is strongly aligned with the Australian Curriculum standards and is designed to expand students’
knowledge, understanding and skills to help them achieve successful outcomes in classroom, social and sporting
situations. Each unit is designed to enhance students’ confidence in their physical abilities, provide avenues
where students can practice team work and create a safe and enjoyable environment for students to participate
in physical activity.
Students have the opportunity to experience elective Physical Education in Years 7 and 8 as part of the elective
preferences. In this subject, students can further develop their practical skills in European Handball and Touch
Football, whilst expanding their understanding of theoretical components such as the musculo-skeletal system
and training principles.
Elective subjects offered in Years 9 and 10 include elective Physical Education and elective Health. Students
studying elective Physical Education can apply their knowledge of concepts such as biomechanics, analysis of
performance, skill acquisition and training principles to enhance their own performance in a variety of sporting
pursuits. Some sports include: Ultimate Disc, Soccer, Golf, Touch Football, Volleyball Decathlon and AFL.
Elective Health in Secondary years engages students in strengths-based inquiry of the various determinants that
create and promote lifelong health, learning and active citizenship. Drawing from the health, behavioural, social
and physical sciences, this subject offers students an action, advocacy and evaluation-oriented curriculum. Health
requires students to critically analyse health information to investigate sustainable health change at personal, peer,
family and community levels.

LEARNING ANALYTICS

ACADEMIC EXTENSION

Learning Analytics is the process of
using school data, statistical analysis
and modelling to gain insights into
student performance. It gives school
leaders, teachers, parents and
students access to rich academic
data which informs teaching
practice and school management.

The College-wide approach to academic extension is led by the Head of
Academic Extension, in close consultation with the Director of Teaching
and Learning and Heads of Department. This ensures that all programs
encourage personal academic excellence through the application of
inquiry-based learning and higher order thinking skills. The collaborative
design of the curriculum allows students opportunities to tackle complex,
challenging and open ended problems that promote higher order
thinking skills, and meaningful tasks with practical application and
collaborative student-led projects.

The Learning Analytics platform
provided by the College is a
comprehensive educational data
analysis solution which aggregates,
analyses, and publishes academic
data in real-time. Our students and
parents have access to results as they
are recorded within the platform,
which they can use to monitor
progress and create targets to aim for
to improve their academic success.

Academic Extension Program has three areas which include:
1.

Focused extension programs

2. Flexible groupings
3. Differentiation of student learning.

LEARNING ENHANCEMENT
We are aware that no two students learn in the same way or at the same
speed. As such, we have a comprehensive Learning Enhancement program
which is an extension of the core curriculum across all year levels, offering
additional opportunities for students who show interest and potential in a
variety of areas.
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Student Care
Student Care is at the heart of everything we do at the College. We
understand that the emotional wellbeing of students is fundamental
to their academic success, and so we offer a holistic approach that
develops students’ understanding of wellbeing through explicit
teaching of strategies to develop growth mindsets, grit and wellbeing.
These programs are supported by various external providers who visit
the College to share their expertise in these areas.

We pride ourselves on having a safe and welcoming community, where all people are valued for the person they are and
the contribution they make. With our Anglican ethos underpinning all of our behaviours, we aim to educate our students
to be compassionate, caring and positive contributors to our community and society beyond school.
As our students develop into young adults, the decisions they are required to make take on more significance and the
factors that impact on their thinking become more powerful. We want our students to understand the way that their
brains work, and be aware of their strengths so that they can make good decisions and choices. To assist them in
achieving this, we provide a series of programs and support mechanisms such as a continuation of the College’s
program Flourishing, which is designed to raise awareness of key issues that Secondary students may encounter such
as social media reputation, sexting and managing stress. We also focus on academic growth with dedicated programs
designed to generate good study habits through our Elevate Education course, and a series of sensitively delivered
sessions in mental health through a program called batyr, where expert speakers raise awareness about peer support
and how external agencies of support can be accessed.
In addition, our staff members take a real interest in their students, so that each of them is well known and cared for. We
pride ourselves on the strength of our community, and the strength of the relationships between the College and home.
Our belief is that the strength of these relationships means that our Secondary students, in adolescent years which can
sometimes present academic, social and health challenges, are supported every step of the way.

CLAN SYSTEM

POSITIVE EDUCATION

Central to our ability to do this is a
Clan structure, with each student at
TSAC belonging to one of our four
Clans: Keith, McDuff, Robertson and
Sinclair. Each Clan fosters an inclusive
family mentality where each person is
valued and cared for.

As children grow into adolescents, their wellbeing is significantly enhanced
by an understanding of the ways in which their brain works, and by being
introduced to the concepts of Positive Education. In Secondary School,
implicit and explicit teaching of Positive Psychology skills and principles is
employed to assist in this. The overarching principles of these programs are
to empower students to tackle real time issues with resilience, mindfulness
and perspective.

Each Clan is overseen by a Head of
Clan, who comes to know and
understand each student in their care
as they progress through the College.
In addition, from Year 8 until Year 12,
students are placed in vertical form
groups and spend 5 years with the
same form tutor who becomes the
first port of call for parents. The
combination of form teacher and
Head of Clan allows for strong links
between home and school, and
ensures that each child is well known,
and is exceptionally well cared and
catered for.

Implicit teaching occurs at each year level, and wellbeing values are
communicated through all aspects of our education and community
interaction: in the classroom, relationships, on the sports field or in the
creative arts. Explicit teaching is delivered in Year 9 through specific Positive
Psychology programs, while experienced classroom teachers in Year 7 and 8
aim to heighten the student’s awareness of their signature strengths.

Whilst Year 7 students spend more
time with their core teacher in form
groups as part of their transition to the
Secondary Campus, each student
remains a part of the Clan, and is fully
involved in all of the activities and
spirit of their Clan under the guidance
and care of their Head of Clan. As a
further support mechanism, our Year
12 Coordinator takes an active role
with our most senior students –
supporting them and organising
events for them, to ensure that every
step of the journey in their most
important school year is well planned,
productive and memorable.

The aims of Positive Education are to:
•

Increase the experience of positive emotions in our students.

• 	Encourage students to engage their signature strengths for personal and
community goals.
•	Allow students to understand how their brains and emotions work and
change in this important stage of their development.
•	Engage students to live meaningful lives to find purpose and make a
difference to our communities at large.
Adolescence is a time of considerable change both physically and emotionally.
Through this transitional phase, students are supported through the role of the
Head of Secondary, who works closely with the Heads of Clan and form
teachers to ensure that each child is well cared for.
The Secondary School phase concludes with a full year course in Year 9 called
‘The Rite Journey’, a College program designed for Year 9 students which
places strong emphasis on helping young people as they journey from
adolescence to adulthood. The program encourages students to better
understand who they are, what they value and to develop their emotional
intelligence and resilience. Students are also encouraged to engage in
issues affecting the local community and wider world.
The College also offers a variety of co-curricular activities and a range of
specialised programs to Secondary School students to allow them to
challenge themselves and develop a sense of belonging.
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COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGIST
The College Psychologist at The Springfield Anglican College
works with students to help them flourish academically, socially,
behaviourally, and emotionally. The psychologist collaborates with
teachers, parents, and other professionals to create a safe, healthy
and supportive learning environment that strengthens connections
between home, school and the community for all students.
Psychologists in schools apply their psychological and educational
expertise to help students achieve academic success, psychological
health, and social and emotional wellbeing. The primary purpose
of the psychologist’s work is to assist the College to address
the barriers to learning for children and young people, and to
improve their educational achievement. Two significant barriers
to educational achievement are mental health issues and learning
difficulties. As such, the College Psychologist at The Springfield
Anglican College is part of the Student Care and Learning
Enhancement teams within the College.
In recognition of the importance of a thriving community for the
healthy development of staff and students, the College Psychologist
is also involved in a range of initiatives and activities throughout
the College.
The College Psychologist is located on the Secondary Campus and
is available by referral by the Head of Secondary to see students and
staff. All information discussed with the psychologist is confidential,
except where a risk of harm to a person is identified. Information
pertaining to the advancement of a student’s education may be
shared with Student Care or Learning Enhancement teams with
permission from students or parents.

CHAPLAINCY
Our Chaplaincy plays a vital role in supporting the social, emotional
and spiritual wellbeing of the College community, and enhancing
the efforts of other care professionals. Moreover, it serves to foster a
Christian ethos, atmosphere and culture within the College. A key
facet of the Chaplain’s role is to build relationships and connections
with the students and staff, their families and the wider community.
Student Care is offered in a variety of ways, including supportive
conversations, structured resilience and grief programs and assisting
with creating that all-important network of support.
Our RaVE Program, (Religious and Values Education) offers students
opportunities to develop and broaden their understanding of the
Christian faith and other world religions. In Year 9, our students have
the opportunity to participate in a unique Rite of Passage experience
called The Rite Journey. This year-long program enables students to
challenge themselves, create a greater awareness of oneself and the
experiences and influences that have forged and continue to forge
their character and sense of identity. Students are supported as they
set goals, face challenges and reflect on experiences; all of which
stimulate personal growth, transformation and resilience.
The Chaplain also provides guidance to the student-led Social
Justice Group. This aims to apply Anglican values to current social
justice, human rights, development and peace issues in Australia
and overseas, and to speak out against injustice, the abuse of
human rights, poverty and violence in favour of change for a
more just society.
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Student Life
We believe that the important learning experiences that a school provides
happen in and outside of the classroom, and our vibrant and varied
student activities and co-curricular programs are vital in allowing us to
achieve our goals of educating the mind, body and spirit of our students.

CO-CURRICULAR
We learn many of our most profound and lasting lessons in Co-curricular
activities, where we can learn life lessons such as how to win with grace
and lose with dignity, and where we have opportunities to work
productively with others and be part of a team. Each of these events
are profound learning opportunities and assist young people to build
resilience and shape their characters.
At TSAC we are also committed to providing opportunities for every
student to be at their best. For some students, they are at their best
in their Co-curricular undertakings – and we encourage, value and
celebrate their contributions.
Research strongly supports students being active participants in
Co-curricular programs. Through their involvement, they have great
opportunities to develop a range of important attributes, many of which
link back positively to academic achievement. Teamwork, self-discipline,
organisational skills and the development of emotional intelligence and
resilience are some of the clear benefits of such involvement.
Whichever sport, club or activity your child chooses or participates in,
we are confident that they will receive committed coaching, tuition,
encouragement and support which will be rewarding. Our Co-curricular
programs are designed to allow casual participation for those that simply
want to give something a try, while also giving elite performers the
opportunity to pursue excellence.
Further details about the Co-curricular activities on offer at the College
can be found in our Co-curricular Handbook online.

SPORTS
The College provides sporting opportunities for all students in Secondary School. The College is a member of the
Greater Brisbane Conference (GBC) and competes throughout the year against independent schools in a range
of sports and carnivals.
The College fosters a philosophy of participation for all, and values the importance of physical activity in a young
person’s life. Our extra- curricular activities are designed to offer opportunities for skill development, good
sportsmanship and team spirit. All students are encouraged to participate in the wide variety of activities offered,
which provide options for the casual sportsperson who just wants to take part for fun, and those elite athletes
who aspire to excellence or careers in sport.
Students have the opportunity of playing Saturday sport against other GBC Schools that encourages a healthy
inter-school competition using a home and away fixture system, with a GBC Grand Final being played at the end
of the Term in each of the respective sports.
Advanced teams also have the opportunity to compete in elite external competitions such as the All Schools Touch
Championships, Queensland Schools Volleyball Championships, Uhlsport Cup (Soccer) and the ISSA Cup (Soccer).
Fixtures are played after school during the week. Talented athletes also have the opportunity to advance through
the Representative Met West School Sport Program.
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CREATIVE ARTS
Creative Arts is a vibrant and active department within the College and the wider community. Creative Arts
incorporates the disciplines of Music, Drama, Dance, Visual Arts and Media Arts. All staff within these subject
areas are highly-qualified and experienced educators who regularly participate in professional development
within their respective fields.
There are opportunities for students to be involved in graded string ensembles, guitar ensemble, concert
band, choir, rock band, drumline, electro-acoustic ensemble, drama troupe, theatre sports team, dance troupe
and art club. Group lessons for instruments in our co-curricular groups are included as part of the tuition fee.
Additionally, private individual tuition is available on a user pays basis for guitar, singing, piano and a wide variety
of wind, percussion and string instruments.
The College has an extensive concert program in which all our ensembles are showcased. College ensembles are
featured in eisteddfods across the region and in community events. The Creative Arts Faculty produces a biannual,
major musical production, with students from Year 4 and above able to audition for parts in the production or be
part of the stage crew.
We value the Creative Arts highly at our College. Every day we see firsthand that involvement in the Creative Arts
helps students to improve their critical thinking skills, and develop personal attributes including commitment,
self-discipline, teamwork and confidence.

CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

SERVICE

Students are encouraged to
participate in clubs, extension
and support programs, as well
as academic competitions.
These provide opportunities for
enhancing knowledge, skills,
friendships and confidence.

The Springfield Anglican College has a strong commitment to providing
students with Service experiences, to assist them in understanding their
privileged place in the world, their power to facilitate positive change, and
experience the fundamental ways in which being other person centred
can be good for their own wellbeing. Our Service program, which operates
on a local, national and global scale, emphasises spiritual nourishment,
social justice, leadership, physical activity, creativity and global citizenship.
Experiences such as this also ensure that every student knows and
understands the value of teamwork, fair play, resilience and perseverance.
They can also provide the types of thought provoking and challenging
experiences, in a safe and controlled environment, which help students
mature and gain perspective.

Students are usually invited to
nominate for activities such
as debating, public speaking
and writing events, da Vinci
Decathlon and other intellectually
stimulating pursuits. Participation
with like-minded friends, as well
as the opportunity to forge new
relationships, are a key part of
these co-curricular activities.
Equally, developing skills and
an appreciation of making a
commitment to a group and
learning are important aspects of
being a member of our community.
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP
Providing leadership opportunities to all students is
a vital part of the Secondary years. All Secondary
students are encouraged to develop their own
leadership potential through our Leadership
Program that asks students to:
•	Understand different strengths that individuals
might bring as a leader
•	Appreciate the diverse skill sets required for
successful teams and projects
•	Consider their own strengths as a leader and
what they might contribute to a group
Employers today are looking for people who
show leadership skills, initiative and who can work
collaboratively with others. The Springfield Anglican
College Leadership Program helps develop
tomorrow’s leaders from your child’s unique set
of personal skills.
The College encourages all Secondary students to
lead where they can, be that on the sports field,
in creative arts as an academic mentor or in
creating positive change to their communities in
Social Justice groups. We believe by recognising,
developing and celebrating individual abilities, all
students can grow to lead in areas where they have
strengths. So, no matter what set of skills your child
has, they will be able to exercise them during their
Secondary Schooling.
All students in Year 9 are considered leaders of
Middle School, with a number of students holding
formalised leadership roles. Year 9 students who
take on these formal roles as leaders have shown
that they possess the qualities required of a school
leader. These qualities are demonstrated through
personal leadership skills, pride in the College,
respect for students, staff and the wider
community, as well as actively being a good role
model to and being a representative of other
students, it is also pertinent that these students
demonstrate a sound work ethic with respect to
academic studies. These roles are Male and Female
College Captain, Sport Captain, Creative Arts
Captain and Service Captain. They are required to
lead whole College assemblies and are an integral
part of College Committees. Leadership is also
shown in non-formal roles where Middle School
students are encouraged to lead change within the
College in Social Justice or Environmental projects.
To prepare students for Secondary Year Leadership
positions, Year 11 students attend a special
Leadership Camp in Term 1 where they are
challenged to understand different types of
Leadership. Opportunities are provided for
formalised leadership roles in Year 12, with twelve
elected roles voted for by staff and students.

OUTDOOR EDUCATION
The Springfield Anglican College has a strong commitment to Outdoor Education experiences and integrates
camps into the school year. These experiences form part of the students’ powerful learning journey, for it is on
camp that they are provided opportunities to be resourceful, take safe risks and work as part of a team. Being
outside of their comfort zone, in a supportive environment, is an excellent way of preparing young people for the
challenges that they will face in life, to develop positive relationships within self, peers, various environments and
adventure, and a highly effective way of allowing them to develop the coping mechanisms necessary to overcome
the associated challenges.
Our developmental and sequential outdoor education experiences have been selected to suit the students’
age and abilities. At all times the emotional and physical safety of the students are paramount, and outdoor
education experts and teaching staff provide the safe environment for student experiences. Our commitment
to differentiation is also evident in our outdoor education programs, with all students given the opportunity to
opt into the level of difficultly that they are comfortable with through our ‘Challenge Through Choice’ option.
Students are involved in off-site outdoor education programs that are facilitated by external service providers
in collaboration with College staff. Examples of activities included in the Outdoor Education program are rock
climbing, abseiling, mountain biking, orienteering, canoeing and problem solving.
Throughout the program students will experience living in a range of different settings such as national parks,
beach and sea environments. Overall, the Outdoor Education Program offers every student a range of opportunities
that can assist with the development of the whole person.
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